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About This Game

Somewhere along the venerable Route 7, in the middle of nowhere, you will find Joe’s Diner. As an employee working the
graveyard shift for the next month, your primary task is to keep the tables clean – no tough challenge at all.

Unfortunately there’s a rub to it. The old Diner was built on the site of a former Indian cemetery. Amongst the buried, two rival
chieftains are laid to rest; while alive each could not stand the other.

One chieftain endeavors only to rest in peace. The other, a prankster both in life and the afterlife, is prone to ruffle the feathers
of his fellow chief.

Besides your tasks as a waiter, it’s up to you to keep things calm and not incur the angry chieftains’ wrath. To lay them both to
everlasting rest just do your duty. Sounds easy but it’s not – promised.

Features

Work over 30 night shifts as a holiday replacement in Joe’s Diner

Keep things calm to not incur the angry chieftains’ wrath

Atmospheric graphics with fantastic lighting

Innovative gameplay
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Deactivate all objects after the chieftain does his monkey business

Premium sound scenery and effects

From the makers of “Pineview Drive”
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Title: Joe's Diner
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
VIS-Games
Publisher:
United Independent Entertainment GmbH
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo / AMD® Athlon™ X2, min. 2.4 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia® / AMD® with 256 MB memory

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® 10 compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Hungarian,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Turkish
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Great for the money.. Last a good 50 hours of play time.. Pretty game for couple evenings. Great soundtrack.. Piloteer, a
physics simulator game where you fly a jetpack around to do a bunch of challenges. Simple gameplay makes this a killer
purchase. Everything is executed really well. It's overall difficult, but it has a great learning curve. I've had a lot of fun so far.

It captures a lot of the fun of QWOP and other physics based games. Starting off deceptively simple, with only two buttons
controlling the jetpack pilot. One thrusts to the left, one to the right. Taking baby steps is key. And the missions start off as little
tutorials and slowly ramp up to real accomplishments. You eventually feel really good about each landing you do and every goal
you complete. And any game that feels that rewarding is definitely worth a play in my book.

It has achievements, making the climb to jetpack extraordinaire extra fun.
It has trading cards, allowing you to catch 'em all.
And it's graphics and music pack quite a charm. Overall, I definitely recommend the experience.

https://youtu.be/-7mYiNa7UJU. the game suck. the AI is still \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 as
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. the handling is still trash and the fact the they have the balls to have made a third game to this
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 franchise is sickening. the way the cars sound is total trash they don't sound no where
near close to a actual stock car, yellow flags are pointless because the game apparently is to stupid to know what a yellow flag is,
the crash damage is unrealistic, and the crew chief talking and saying the same things over and over is truly just annoying. do
not even get me started on the trash physics of this piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game. why did the previous
owners have to sell this game to a company that just does not know how to make a good nascar game? this ain't the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing arcade days dude. make a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing good nascar game with real physics,
realistic crashes, better graphics, and for god sake give us more options in the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing pause menu! at
least the previous owners of the nascar games could let us rewind of pause to take a cool photo or
some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and they even MADE THE CARS SOUND LIKE ACTUAL RACE CARS and
also, why not give us the option to customize our cars the way WE want them to be and let us decide on how we want our paint
scheme to be and let us choose our OWN number for our cars. point is. your game sucks. you literally are the definition of a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game. point is. dont but this sack of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you will
be dissapointed.. I’m very torn with this game. On the one hand it is reasonably well told and has a unique setting that makes the
game appealing. On the other it left me disappointed due to it’s fairly short length. When I reached the end I was just thinking,
“That can’t be it, is this just Episode 1 or something and it does credits at the end of each like Telltale games???” But … no …
that was it, it just ends very abruptly. The length clearly affected other things as well. None of the characters (except the main
character) get much screen time so there isn’t much character development. Also there just isn’t time for your choices to feel
like they had any far-reaching affects. The visuals are nice to look at, though there are some mistakes (such as when I saw a man
walk through a newspaper machine). As for gameplay, don’t expect anything more than what you normally get in games like
these (think the amount of gameplay in a Telltale game i.e. minimal). So I guess my recommendation is a very shaky yes, but
only if the devs plan on continuing the story.. You know, it's amazing how this game managed to not only get something new to
the rouge-lite actions, but also to... not surpass, but become a totally different game than it's first part.
Soul Thief: A Wizard's Lizard 2 is a really fresh take on the genre and just overall a fun, cute and challenging game that will be
liked not only by the loyal fans of the first A Wizard's Lizard, but also by fans of genre overall, even in it's early access state.
Also, Ragna is the cutest lizard i've ever seen and it became even cuter since the first game. Nice work, guys, keep it up.
p.s.
I'm still concerned about timeline though.... For every flavor-of-the-month tryhard meta product, and for every 50 puzzle-based
exploration games, one RPG Maker game gets a good story, good pacing, consistent worldbuilding and, most importantly, tight
gameplay.

This is that RPG.

Sojourner gives you 10 well-drawn classes with unique benefits and drawbacks from which to build you party. Every enemy
brings something different to each encounter, even if it's just a dumb joke. This is built off the Dragon Quest formula, and
made more accessible for a new generation of newbies to enjoy.

Speaking of accessibility, there are helpful (and funny) NPCs scattered everywhere, even a stone's throw away from the final
boss. One of them tells you how to get the secret ending, too. No need to replay the entire adventure for something you might
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have missed. RPGs often have odd secrets that force people to look up a wiki or buy a strategy guide, but Sojourner goes in the
exact opposite direction: It is self-contained, and encourages you to find everything it hid in its multiple worlds.

The story is fairly light, but its message of positivity and optimism is a welcome change from the modern trend of 2deep4u meta
stories. There's no tricks here. It knows what it wants to do, it tells you, and it delivers with both an earnesty and charm unseen
in the current market.

This game is a thematic throwback to the NES days, but with modern conveniences. Get comfy and start exploring.. It's
probably alright, just get the season pass or something idk don't ask me I didn't play it. So, The Videokid, really cool game.
Would highly recommend it-- especially for the small price tag. The premise is simple enough and the excecution is done quite
well. The game is making you through almost what I would consider a rail arcade game where you have to deliver as many
videos as possible while also making your way to your girlfriend. The score attack part of the game keeps you on your toes while
the incentive to collect money also for skins and tricks makes sure there is a benchmark for how good you are getting. The
design of the level is ingenious, with plenty of nostalgic references to make sure you keep grinning as you go along. The secret
level is cool as well. Overall, the game is fantastic, my only knock on it being that the loading times are "too long" for a game
that is all about failing and repeating. (Too long as compared to super hexagon that is almost instantaneous). Appart from that,
definately buy it if you get the chance.
. The same overly unrealistic puzzles you know from the first two games, except that these now have ones that will punish you if
you misstep and have you repeat the same tedious stuff just in order to provide filler material and make the game seem longer
than it is.
Unless you're really prepared to suffer just to play another installment of the series just because you've endured fownsides of
the first two, do yourself a favor and use your money to buy a different game instead.
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I tried and tried to like this model, because visually it's quite appealing. But the plane is not able to be flown due to its tendency
to pull very hard to the left. Don't buy it, waste of your money.. The Castle is a fantastic model and I would recommend to
anyone. Most definatley worth the money! :D. I got all the way to the end of this game. I'd done a ton of grinding, and my
characters had literally the best equipment in the game. I had the expensive Iridium bow and arrows for Lorelei (the main
character), the Irididium daggers for Glade, the super expensive dreadnought armour and gauntlets for Dori (the tank) and a
whole bunch of other stuff besides. The game considered me overlevelled, and I was hardly getting any skill points from battles
(more on that later).

Despite all this, no matter what I did, I could not defeat the final boss. She is literally impossible, even with extensive grinding,
to the point I don't think the devs even playtested this game. If she defeats one of your party members, she gets a ton of extra
health, and you can't revive them for the rest of the fight. Basically, you have to beat her without anyone going down even once
for the entire fight.

This would be fine, except SHE CAN KILL ANY OF YOUR CHARACTERS IN A SINGLE HIT, EVEN IF THEY HAVE
FULL HEALTH AND YOU HAVE THE BEST ARMOUR IN THE GAME. Nothing you can do prevents this. The two tank-y
characters, Dori (the armoured knight) and Glade (the evasive theif) both have moves that draw the enemy's attention, making it
more likely they will be attacked instead of the other characters. However, even Dori can't stand up to this monster's attacks,
and even with his evasion up move, Glade will be hit and instakilled. Have I mentioned she can inflict every status ailment, act
several times in a single turn, and, best of all, the heroine's ultimate attack, supposedly designed for killing beings like the final
boss does almost nothing to her?

I gave up on this game because I couldn't beat the stupidly unfair final boss. Now I can't see the ending and feel like I've wasted
all the time and effort I put into this game, not to mention my money. I have a few other issues with the game as well, however.

The game is very linear, which isn't a problem in and off itself for a game like this, but there is a noticeable spike in difficulty
as you enter each new area. Pretty soon, you'll be struggling even with mook enemies if you haven't yet got the strongest
equipment available at that point in the game.

Levelling up does almost nothing- the stat gains are meagre at best. 50% of your characters' growth comes from equipment
(weapons, armour, accessories) 45% comes from upgrading your charcters' skills (which is separate from levelling up and
requires skill points that have nothing to do with experience points) and only 5%, if that, comes from gaining levels.

This makes obtaining gold of utmost importance, which brings me to my next gripe. In every area of the game there are enemies
with an ability called 'mug'. Basically they hit you, and in addition to dealing damage, they take some of your coins. The amount
stolen is a set percentage of your total gold carried, and you don't get it back when you beat the enemies, meaning if you're
carrying more than a paltry sum of gold, you will start making a net loss in gold from enemies. This is very annoying because the
dungeons are very long and convoluted, and most of the enemy encounters you will face will be in the middle of these dungeons
where there is no opportunity to go back and spend your gold that you've been accumulating or convert it into gems (which can't
be stolen). With the importance of up-to-date gear, this practically necessitates grinding.

There are several instances of typos throughout the story. I lost count of the number of times I had to read 'diety' instead of
deity, and there are lots of other examples. Not a huge deal I admit, but that final boss has put me in a really bad mood.

Also there are a couple of stealth minigames shoehorned into the story and the second one is impossible to complete as
intended. Your 'alert meter' (fail state when it fills up completely) rises rapidluy to full WHILE THE CHARACTER YOU'RE
PLAYING AS IS STILL TELLING YOU WHAT TO DO AND YOU CAN'T EVEN MOVE. Like I said before, clearly not
properly playtested. Fortunately, you don't have to succeed to move on with the story (not that this makes the game possible).

In summary, if you like seeing the end of games you buy, do NOT get this game. I thought I could be hardcore and power grind
my way to victory against the final boss after my initial failures, but no, I am convinced it is literally impossible. Doing more
than your max hp to your strongest characters even when you're a high level and have the best armour, and being unable to
revive downed characters? What absolute garbage. Out of curiosity, I tried to youtube the ending, but I couldn't find any footage
of anyone beating this game. Maybe that's because it's obscure, but I still find it very telling. As someone who has played this
game up to its ludicrous final boss, my advice is: stay away.. Brilliant sandboxy multiplayer game.
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The game might feel a little limited at first, but you'll quickly discovered there's much fun to be had when playing with other
people. The soundtrack is great, the graphics are great, and the gameplay is a lot of fun, no matter which class you are.

My only gripes would be that the island is too hard to navigate via ground-based means (lots of long detours to get around
water), and that helicopters and planes are just too hard to shoot down from the ground (or the air for that matter).

Highly recommended.. As far as time management games go, Gamehouse delivers a great and challenging game. As far as the
story goes, if you do not like silly, overly dramatic stories that read like a really bad reality show, then stay away from this game.
Normally, I enjoy these stories, but this one really got on my nerves. The only thing that saved me from downvoting this game,
was the creativity of the levels themselves. It was fun to see how they incorporated levels like the prison into the story and made
it workable (albeit over-the-top). I did like that in this game, they did not put achievements in here that took quite a few hours to
achieve. It took half the time to complete this one as opposed to Fashion Fever. I still say the $12.99 price tag is a bit steep, but
thankfully they tend to go half price during the big sales events. If you can wait until they go on sale, that is a much better
option.. Very uninspired TD game. You never really have enough gold to implement any kind of strategy that the variety of
units could

make.. Great game, the only complaint I have is that it ends too soon. One other thing; I would love to be able to play some of
the maps in the game itself as MP maps, large maps with lots of places to explore, such as the opening map in the game in Cuba.
Otherwise excellent like the entire franchise. 10 out of 10.. ENGLISH:
This is a very nice game, it has many Metal Slug references but level design is much more Megaman.

Many weapons are avaiable, such as SMG, shotgun, assault rifle, sniper rifle and even a bazooka, you can hold two weapons at
the same time. You carry some granades too.

B1 vehicle is very nice, you can just hold the button and kill'em all, makes me feel good.

Pixelart is good and make good action mood.

Weapon reload feature is a bit odd, but with some deaths you can understand it.

The great positive point of the game: BOSS FIGHTS
There are MANY unique bosses, I was able to kill about 10 of them, each one with their own mechanics.

It is a very funny game. Congratulations.

PORTUGUESE:
Este \u00e9 um jogo muito bom, tem muitas refer\u00eancias ao Metal Slug, mas o level design \u00e9 muito mais cara de
Megaman.

Muitas armas est\u00e3o dispon\u00edveis, como SMG, espingarda, rifle de assalto, sniper e at\u00e9 mesmo bazuca,
voc\u00ea pode carregar duas armas ao mesmo tempo. Voc\u00ea tamb\u00e9m carrega algumas granadas.

O ve\u00edculo B1 \u00e9 muito doido, voc\u00ea pode apenas segurar o bot\u00e3o e matar todos os inimigos, bem divertido.

A arte \u00e9 massa! Cria um bom ambiente de a\u00e7\u00e3o.

A recarga de arma \u00e9 um pouco estranho, mas com algumas mortes voc\u00ea pega o jeito.

O grande ponto positivo do jogo: BOSS FIGHTS

Tem MUITOS chefes \u00fanicos, eu consegui matar cerca de 10 deles, cada um com suas mec\u00e2nicas pr\u00f3prias.

\u00c9 um jogo muito divertido. Parab\u00e9ns.. Blockwick is an excellent, challenging, relaxing puzzle game. It encourages a
sense of "flow" better than many games. I really enjoy that it worked on my Thinkpad w510 touchscreen laptop in Linux. Kudos
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to the devs on that.. This game is excellent! Whether you're looking to pick up some puzzles on your break or want something
challenging to dive into, Adjacency has got you covered. Also - this soundtrack? 10\/10
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